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A stirring set of shorts from the author that brought you Her Calling.Bandaged Soul:Stevie has been
trying to mend a broken heart and tear down walls sheâ€™s had in place for years. Those things are
easier to overcome than the battered soul she keeps hidden from the world. With the tough,
brotherly love of her best friend Devin and a new love interest, she might finally succeed.The
Spaces Between:Can love survive a galaxy of separation? Find out in this tale of one womanâ€™s
search through the stars. Aliens, blaster fights and warp jumps keep Harley on her toes as she
scours distant planets for her lost love.Love Untold:That first step, telling someone how you feel
about them, is always the hardest. That step can be even more difficult when the one you love is
your best friend. Join Lily as she decides between maintaining her lifelong friendship with Carly and
risking it all to finally admit her true feelings.Timeless Love:After waking up from a blackout
confused and unsure of her surroundings, Mel finds herself sucked into a new, unbelievable reality.
Where, and when, sheâ€™s landed will challenge everything she thought she knew and change her
life. When life throws her yet another curveball, will she find a way to get back to the new life
sheâ€™s built or lose it all forever?
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FourStarsI loved all of the short stories as they were well written, quick reads. And every one of
them something different.Bandaged SoulI love how this short story touches on things that most
books won't, the darker sadder areas of life that unfortunately are a reality to a lot of peopleThe
Spaces BetweenEven thou Sci Fi isn't exactly "my thing" I absolutely loved this! It pulled me in and
kept my attention.Love untoldShort, sweet, and beautifully written. I love that once again this is
something a lot of people can relate to. You never know how things Will turn out if you Dont give
them a chanceTimeless LoveAnother unique , sweet, quick read. I love how every short story in this
book is completely different and can still keep me turning pages.I was given this in return for an
honest review by Inked Rainbow Reads.Amber

4 starsI loved all of the short stories as they were well written, quick reads. And every one of them
something different.Bandaged SoulI love how this short story touches on things that most books
won't, the darker sadder areas of life that unfortunately are a reality to a lot of peopleThe Spaces
BetweenEven thou Sci Fi isn't exactly "my thing" I absolutely loved this! It pulled me in and kept my
attention.Love untoldShort, sweet, and beautifully written. I love that once again this is something a
lot of people can relate to. You never know how things Will turn out if you Dont give them a
chanceTimeless LoveAnother unique , sweet, quick read. I love how every short story in this book is
completely different and can still keep me turning pages.

Bandaged Soul is a wonderful collection of four short stories. The characters were vibrant and
popped off the page. I loved the twists and turns in each story. Easy, fun reading!

Bandaged Soul is a compelling collection of stories about people who falter in the game of love.
Kaden Shay has a distinct voice. She creates characters who display both strength and
vulnerability, and reminds the reader that the one risk worth taking in life is to risk your heart.
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